Characterization of clinical grade CD19 chimeric antigen receptor T cells produced using automated CliniMACS Prodigy system
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Background: Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell therapy is highly effective for treating acute lymphoblastic leukemia and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma with high rate complete responses. However, the broad clinical application of CAR T-cell therapy has been challenging, largely due to the lack of widespread ability to produce and high cost of CAR T-cell products using traditional methods of production. Automated cell processing in a closed system has emerged as a potential method to increase the feasibility of producing CAR T cells locally at academic centers due to its minimal reliance on experienced labor, thereby making the process less expensive and more consistent than traditional methods of production.

Method: In this study, we describe the successful production of clinical grade CD19 CAR T cells using the Miltenyi CliniMACS Prodigy Automated Cell Processor at University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus in a rapid manner with a high frequent CD19 CAR expression.

Results: The final CAR T-cell product is highly active, low in immune suppression, and absent in exhaustion. Full panel cytokine assays also showed elevated production of Th1 cytokines upon IL-2 stimulation when specifically killing CD19+ target cells.

Conclusion: These results demonstrate the feasibility of producing CAR T cells locally in a university hospital setting using automated cell processor for future clinical applications.
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Introduction

The field of cellular immunotherapy continues to demonstrate significant promise in the treatment of advanced hematologic malignancies.1–4 Genetically modified T cells expressing chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) are an effective therapy against many types of malignancies, including acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), chronic lymphocytic leukemia, B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL), acute myeloid leukemia, multiple myeloma (MM), Hodgkin’s lymphoma, T-cell lymphoma and some solid tumors.5–20 The success of CD19 CAR T-cell trials has led to the FDA approval of tisagenlecleucel (Kymriah; Novartis International AG, Basel, Switzerland) and axicabtagene ciloleucel (Yescarta; Kite, Los Angeles, CA, USA) for the treatment of B-cell ALL and NHL, respectively. CARs are synthesized constructs and enable recognition and killing of target cells in a highly specific and MHC-independent manner when introduced into T cells. This is accomplished through an antigen recognition motif that is typically derived from a target-specific antibody that is fused to an intracellular CD3 signaling domain (CD3ζ), termed “first-generation” CAR. Incorporation of a T-cell costimulatory domain (eg, CD28, 4-1BB) was shown to dramatically increase the potency of CAR T cells such that the majority of current clinical trials
use these “second-generation” constructs.21 “Third-generation” CARs that incorporate multiple costimulatory domains have also been tested, but it remains unclear whether these constructs provide advantages over second-generation constructs. The engineered nature of CARs allows for a high degree of flexibility and provides opportunities for further modifications to modulate CAR T-cell behavior and survival.22

Currently, the production of a majority of clinical grade CAR T cells is expensive. The prices of commercially available CD19 CAR T-cell therapies are $475,000 for Kymriah and $373,000 for Yescarta. The high prices are at least partially due to the complex process of production of this personalized cell product which requires numerous Good Manufacture Practice (GMP) instruments and technicians with significant and highly specific expertise (Figure 1).23,24 The process begins with harvesting a patient’s lymphocytes by apheresis. Following collection, CD3+ T cells, CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, or T central memory (T_{CM}) cells are selected depending on the protocol’s

**Figure 1** Schematic diagram of producing CD19 CAR T cells utilizing CliniMACS Prodigy Automated Cell Processor (blue) and traditional methods (gray).

**Notes:** Each method includes a procedure column and a device column. Production procedure using Prodigy in the current study was detailed in a step-by-step way and indicated with days and final volume on its left. In the procedure column, automatic steps are labeled in blue font and shaded in white, while steps requiring human interaction are labeled in white font and shaded in blue. Reagents are labeled next to the arrows above the procedures of each step. PBMCs from the healthy donor were positively selected with CD4 and CD8 microbeads, and selected CD4- or CD8-positive cells are automatically combined as target cells. Desired number of target cells was then stimulated using TransAct beads and transduced with a lentiviral vector for CD19 CAR expression. Following transduction, cells were automatically expanded for the rest of the procedure and harvested as final product. In the right panel, a general procedure of traditional production techniques and devices needed for the corresponding steps are shown in gray shaded boxes. In the procedure column, all steps need human interaction and are labeled in white font.

**Abbreviation:** PBMCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells.
specific production platform, activated, and then transduced with a viral vector expressing a CAR transgene. Cells are then expanded with protocol-specific cytokine cocktails that promote activated CAR T-cell proliferation and maintenance.\textsuperscript{25,26} Once desired number of CAR T-cells are achieved, cells are harvested and evaluated using rigorous quality control.\textsuperscript{23,24} Current techniques for producing CAR T cells require at least 12–17 days.\textsuperscript{24,26} While significant hurdles have been overcome in the production process, an average 10%–20% of patients who undergo leukapheresis do not receive CAR T-cell therapy due to failure of production and/or disease progression during the therapeutic cell production.

CliniMACS Prodigy System, hereafter referred to as Prodigy, is a self-contained, closed, and largely automated device that obviates the need for human involvement in numerous steps, reducing human resource utilization and the risk of cell contamination (Figure 1). Prodigy has recently been shown to successfully produce CAR T-cell products at different facilities, demonstrating its potential feasibility in decentralizing CAR T-cell production.\textsuperscript{27–29} However, the immunophenotypes, activation status, or cytokine profile of the Prodigy-produced CAR T-cell products have not been fully characterized. In this study, we utilized Prodigy for the production of clinical grade CAR T cells from a healthy donor’s (HD’s) lymphocytes at lower cost than traditional methods. We produced CAR T cells in as short as 8 days and characterized the immunophenotypes, activation status, and anti-tumor function of CD19 CAR T cells produced in the GMP facilities at the University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus. This research demonstrates the feasibility of successful decentralized CAR T-cell production using Prodigy for Phase I clinical trials.

Materials and methods

Clinical grade CD19 CAR lentiviral vector

Clinical grade lentiviral vector encoding a CD19 CAR applied in this study was provided by Lentigen Technology, Inc. (Gaithersburg, MD, USA). The DNA encoding this receptor was cloned into the lentiviral vector backbone. The CAR construct contains a single-chain variable fragment (scFv) derived from CD19 antibody (clone FMC63) and specifically binds to CD19, a transmembrane (TM) domain derived from TNF superfamily member 19 (TNFSF19), a costimulatory domain 4-1BB and a signaling domain TCR-ζ (Figure 2). The clinical grade lentiviral vector was produced at Lentigen Technology Inc. (Gaithersburg, MD, USA) following GMP. CD19 CAR lentiviral vector thus produced was cryopreserved and stored at −80°C prior to use.

Production of clinical grade CD19 CAR T cells using Prodigy automated cell processor

Clinical grade CD19 CAR T cells from the HD were produced at University of Colorado using Prodigy (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the frequency of HD CD3+ T cells in leukapheresis product was determined by flow cytometry. Leukapheresis cells containing desired number of T cells were diluted in CliniMACS PBS/EDTA buffer with 0.5% human serum albumin (Miltenyi Biotec) and transferred into Prodigy Tubing Set TS520 for the selection of T cells by CD4 and CD8 Microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec) sequentially on day 0. About 1×10⁶ post-enrichment cells combined for CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were transferred into a transfer bag and attached to the TS520 by sterile welding, cultivated in 70 mL TexMACS™ GMP Medium (Miltenyi Biotec) containing 200 IU/mL premium grade human IL-2 Improved Sequence (Miltenyi Biotec) and MACS GMP T cell TransAct beads (Miltenyi Biotec) with 5% CO₂ at 37°C for 2 days. On day 2, 10 mL of 2.1×10⁹ pfu/mL Lenti-CAR19 (Lentigen Technology) was transferred into a transfer bag with protamine sulfate (USP grade) at a final concentration of 10 µg/mL in 30 mL total volume and attached to Prodigy via sterile welding to start transduction in a final volume of 100 mL. Two media supplements of 100 and 50 mL including IL-2 were added on day 3 and day 5 to wash off the TransAct beads and expand the culture to 200 and 250 mL sequentially. Later, three media exchanges were preceded over the following 3 days to promote CAR T-cell proliferation by removing half the media without disrupting the cells and adding in the same volume of new media with IL-2 (Figure 1). CAR T cells were sampled daily until the end of production for the examination of number of cells and viability by Live/Dead™ viability stain (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), and on days 0, 5, and 8 for the analyses of cell composition and transduction efficiency by flow cytometry (described as below).

CD19 CAR expression and purity during production

Viability was analyzed using Fixable Viability Dye eFluor®-APC-EF780 (Affymetrix eBioscience, Santa Clara, CA, USA). T-cell purity and T helper and killer subpopulations were
determined by flow cytometry analysis using human CD19, CD14, CD45, CD3, CD4, and CD8 antibodies (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA). T cells were gated using a hierarchy gating strategy as single cells/Live (VIDYE-)Lymphocytes/CD14–CD19–/CD3+/CD45+.30 CD19 CAR expression was determined using recombinant human CD19 Fc chimera (R&D Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA) and goat anti-human IgG Fc-γ (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc., West Grove, PA, USA). Samples were analyzed by flow cytometry using a CLIA certified BD Canto™ flow cytometer with a minimum number of 100,000 cells per sample analyzed and FlowJo Software (FlowJo LLC, Ashland, OR, USA).

Cell lines and cell culture

Raji CCL-86 lymphoma cells were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) and cultured in complete media (RPMI-1640 containing L-glutamine and sodium bicarbonate, 10% heat inactivated FBS, and 10 mM Pen/Strep) in a 37°C incubator with 5% CO2. After two passages, frozen aliquots were preserved in freezing media containing 45% RPMI-1640, 10 ng/mL human IL-3 (PeproTech Inc., Rocky Hill, NJ, USA) and 25 µL of calibrators or diluted supernatants were removed for cytokine measurements (BioTek ELX5012), 50 µL of diluted detection antibodies was added and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. After washing, samples were analyzed by flow cytometry on a BD LSRFortessa X-20 instrument with a minimum number of 50,000 cells per sample analyzed and FlowJo Software (FlowJo LLC).

Cytokine production

CD19 CAR T cells were quick-thawed in a 37°C water bath, washed in complete media, counted, and resuspended in complete media. A total of 7.5×10^5 CD19 CAR T cells were plated in a 96-well round bottom plate with ±2.5×10^5 Raji cells and incubated for 18 hours in a 37°C incubator with 5% CO2. The supernatants were harvested after spinning the plate at 500× g for 10 minutes and stored at −80°C. A multiplex cytokine array (V-PLEX; MesoScale Discovery, Rockville, MA, USA) was used to measure cytokines in the supernatants according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, supernatants were thawed, spun at 2,000× g for 3 minutes, and diluted 1:1 in assay diluent to measure IL-10, IL-12p40, IL-13, IL-1β, IL-4, and IL-6 and diluted 1:100 to measure IL-2, IL-8, IFN-γ, and TNF-α. Pre-coated V-PLEX plates were washed using an automated plate washer (BioTek ELX5012), 50 µL of calibrators or diluted supernatants were added, and plates were incubated for 2 hours at room temperature on a Compact Digital Microplate shaker (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 600 rpm. Plates were washed, and 25 µL of diluted detection antibodies was added and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. After washing, 2× Read Buffer (MesoScale Discovery) was added, and the plates were immediately read on a MesoQuickPlex SQ120 electrochemiluminescence plate reader (MSD).

Cytotoxic activity

Raji, MDS-L, and MOLM13 target cells were labeled with Cell Trace Violet (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. About 2.5×10^5 Raji target cells were co-cultured with 1.25×10^5, 2.5×10^5, 5×10^5, or 7.5×10^5 CD19 CAR T cells or untransduced matched HD T cells for 18 hours in a 37°C incubator with 5% CO2. For antigen specificity assays, 2.5×10^5 MDS-L and MOLM13 cells were incubated with 7.5×10^5 CD19 CAR T cells or cultured alone. After 18 hours, plates were spun at 500× g for 5 minutes, supernatants were removed for cytokine measurements as described above, and cells were stained with Zombie
Green Fixable Viability Kit (Biolegend) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After washing, cells were stained with CD19 (HIB19; Biolegend) and analyzed by flow cytometry on a BD LSRRFortessa X-20 instrument and FlowJo Software (FlowJo, LLC).

Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses in this study were performed using GraphPad Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA).

Results
Production of clinical grade CD19 CAR T cells using Prodigy
To characterize clinical grade CAR T cells produced in Prodigy, we produced clinical grade CD19 CAR T cells from an HD leukapheresis product by transducing the cells with a lentiviral vector encoding a CAR protein targeting CD19 after T-cell selection and stimulation (Figures 1 and 2). The production procedure was completed in Prodigy and decreased on labor interaction compared to traditional methods (Figure 1). Viability, cell count, T-cell purity, subpopulations, and CAR expression of T cells were analyzed by flow cytometry with a hierarchy gating strategy throughout the production procedure (Figure 3A). About 4.0×10⁹ HD lymphocytes (40% of total PBMCs) were transferred into Prodigy for T-cell enrichment and 9.0×10⁹ (9% of total PBMCs) enriched cells were harvested (Figure 3B). The selection of T cells resulted in the enrichment of T-cell compartment from 9% in pre-selection PBMCs to 82% in post-selection target cells (Figure 3A and B), similar to that achieved by manual enrichment using human CD3 Microbeads and LS columns (Miltenyi Biotec, unpublished data). Additionally, lymphocytes, CD4+ T cells, and CD8+ T cells were also enriched from 41%, 4%, and 4% in PBMCs to 89%, 45%, and 34% in target cells, respectively (Figure 3B). About 1.0×10⁹ target cells were processed for transduction (Figure 3C). As expected, the number of total live cells increased by 16-fold over the production process of manufacturing from 1×10⁸ target cells on day 0 to 1.6×10⁹ total cells on day 8 (Figure 3D). Total number of T cells expanded 20-fold from 8.2×10⁹ on day 0 to 1.6×10⁹ T cells on day 8 (Figure 3C). During this time, the frequency of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in total live cells changed from 45% and 34% to 22% (3.4×10⁶ cells) and 74% (1.2×10⁹ cells), respectively (Figure 3B and C), showing higher expansion in CD8+ than CD4+ T cells. Overall, the viability of total cells in Prodigy was maintained above 80% throughout the procedure, with a slight drop to 72% on day 3 (1 day after transduction) that was recovered by day 4 (Figure 3D). The percentage of CD19 CAR expression in T cells was 65% in both CD4+ and CD8+ subpopulations on day 5, and slightly dropped to 60% in CD4+ and 50% in CD8+ T cells on day 8, showing similar expression frequencies in the two subpopulations (Figure 3E). CD8+ CAR T cells showed higher expansion rate than CD4+ CAR T cells, with 1.8×10⁹ CD8+ CAR T cells and 1.2×10⁹ CD4+ CAR T cells detected on day 5; this difference further increased by day 8 with 5.4×10⁹ CD8+ CAR T cells and 2.7×10⁹ CD4+ CAR T cells (Figure 3E).

Phenotypic characterization of HD-derived CD19 CAR T cells produced utilizing Prodigy
We compared the immunophenotype and activation status of untransduced HD PBMCs and the final Prodigy-generated CD19 CAR T cells. T lymphocytes were analyzed by cell surface and intracellular flow cytometry for the frequency of FOXP3+ regulatory T cells (Tregs) and by intracellular flow cytometry for the expression of transcription factors that correlate with effector function (Figure 4). T cells and Tregs in CD4+ and CD8+ subpopulations from HD PBMCs and CAR T cells were analyzed using a hierarchy gating strategy (Figure 4A). The frequency of CD4+ Tregs decreased in the CD19 CAR T-cell product compared to untransduced PBMCs from an average of 1.5% to 0.1% of total lymphocytes or from 6.4% to 0.7% of total CD4+ T cells. The frequency of CD8+ Tregs was very low in all samples measured (Figure 4B). In the CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell populations (non-Tregs), there was a significant increase in the frequency of CD19 CAR T cells expressing high levels of T-box transcription factor (Tbet) (67% of the CD4+ T cells and 87% of the CD8+ T cells) compared to untransduced HD T cells (16% of the CD4+ T cells and 39% of the CD8 T cells) (Figure 4C). Although a portion of both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells from untransduced HD T cells expressed high levels of the transcription factor Eomesodermin (EOMES), fewer CAR T cells expressed high levels of EOMES alone or in combination with high levels of Tbet, although the difference was not statistically significant.

Activation status of Prodigy-generated CD19 CAR T cells
To further examine the activation of CD19 CAR T cells, the surface expression of activation and inhibitory markers were determined by flow cytometry. Compared to untransduced HD PBMCs, CD25 (high-affinity IL-2 receptor), cytotoxic
Figure 3: Examination of CD19 CAR T cells produced by CliniMACS Prodigy.

Notes: (A) Flow cytometry analyses of CAR T-cell product on day 8 of production showing hierarchy gating strategy for T-cell purity, subpopulations, and CD19 CAR expression. Numbers of percentages are shown as rounded to integer. (B) Percentages of lymphocytes, T cells, and CD4+/CD8+ subpopulations in pre-enrichment PBMCs, post-enrichment target cells, and after transduction on day 5 and day 8 over the production process. (C) Number of lymphocytes, T cells, and CD4+/CD8+ subpopulations over the production process. (D) Proliferation and viability of total cells during the production procedure. (E) Percentages and numbers of CD4+ and CD8+ CAR T cells during the production procedure.
T-lymphocyte-associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4), and T-cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain 3 (Tim-3) were increased on CD19 CAR T cells shown by histograms (Figure 5A). The mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of CTLA-4 was increased 2.3-fold on both CD4+ and CD8+ subsets; the MFI of Tim-3 was increased 7.5- and 5.6-fold on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, respectively; and the MFI of CD25 was increased 1.3- and 1.7-fold on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, respectively. The MFI of CTLA-4 and Tim-3 were significantly increased on both the CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell subsets of CD19 CAR T cells compared to HD PBMCs, whereas the MFI of CD25 was only significantly increased on the CD8+ T-cell subset.
Figure 5 Prodigy CD19 CAR T cells present increased expression of activation markers and low expression of the inhibitory molecules. Notes: (A) CD19 CAR T cells were stained for surface antigens and compared to healthy donor PBMCs obtained from leukapheresis cassettes by flow cytometry. Representative histograms of the indicated marker are shown for CD4+ T cells (CD3+, CD66-, CD4+, FOXP3-) and CD8+ T cells (CD3+, CD66-, CD8+, FOXP3-). (B) The mean fluorescence intensities of CD25, CTLA-4, TIM-3, LAG-3, and PD-1 on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in the Prodigy CAR T-cell product (replicate stains) were compared to healthy donors (n=3 donors) using two-way ANOVA, correcting for multiple comparisons using the Sidak method.

(Figure 5B). In contrast, expression levels of lymphocyte activation gene-3 (LAG-3) and programmed cell death-1 (PD-1) were similarly low on CD19 CAR T cells and HD PBMCs, as shown by both histograms (Figure 5A) and statistical comparisons of MFIs (Figure 5B).

Production of cytokines by Prodigy-generated CD19 CAR T cells
To further characterize the effector function of CD19 CAR T cells produced with Prodigy, we measured multiple cytokines in cell culture supernatants of CAR T cells stimulated with Raji leukemia cells expressing the cognate antigen, CD19, after 18 hours (Figure 6). Consistent with the increased frequency of CD4+ CAR T cells expressing Tbet transcription factor, stimulated CD19 CAR T cells produced significant amounts of Th1 cytokine, IFN-γ. Importantly for survival and differentiation, they also produced high levels of IL-2 after stimulation. There were smaller increases in the Th1 cytokine, TNF-α, the Th2 cytokines, IL-4 and IL-13, and the pro-inflammatory cytokines, IL-1β, IL-6, and IL-8, after stimulation. However, these increases were not statistically significant after correcting for multiple comparisons, indicating a skewing toward IFN-γ responses and Th1 effector function in CD19 CAR T cells. The anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 was produced at low levels by the Raji leukemia cells, as demonstrated by its presence in wells only containing Raji cells.
Characterization of automated manufactured clinical grade CAR T cells

We next performed an in vitro killing assay to determine the anti-tumor activity and specificity of CD19 CAR T cells produced at our facility. CD19+ Raji cells (targets) were labeled with CellTrace Violet and co-cultured with CD19 CAR T cells (effectors) or untransduced T cells from HD PBMCs at increasing effector-to-target ratios. After 18 hours, a large portion of the Raji cells incubated with CD19 CAR T cells, but not untransduced T cells, were non-viable as detected by staining with Zombie Green viability dye (Figure 7A). The frequency of non-viable Raji cells after co-culture with CD19 CAR T cells was ~22% at a 1:2 effector-to-target ratio and increased to ~60% at a 3:1 effector-to-target ratio (Figure 7A). To determine the specificity of the anti-tumor function of CD19 CAR T cells, a similar killing assay was performed using two negative control cell lines as targets, MDS-L and MOLM13, that lack CD19 expression (Figure 7B). The frequency of non-viable MDS-L and MOLM-13 cells was similar in the presence and absence of CD19 CAR T cells, indicating that cells lacking CD19 are not effectively killed by CD19 CAR T cells (Figure 7C). To further examine if the death of CD19+ Raji cells was due to specific anti-tumor functions of the transduced CD19 CAR T cells, we measured cytokines in the supernatants from the killing assays. Consistent with the killing assay, IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-2 were significantly increased after co-culture with Raji cells, but not MDS-L or MOLM13 cells, suggesting the specific activation and targeting of CD19+ cells by CD19 CAR T cells (Figure 7D).

**Discussion**

Widespread implementation of CAR T-cell therapies has been largely prevented by the burdens of cost, reliance on production expertise, as well as long production time using traditional methods. Development of manufacturing methods that are both cost-efficient and time-efficient therefore has emerged as a big challenge in broadening this largely personalized therapy. In the present study, we demonstrate successful manufacturing of CD19 CAR T cells for clinical application by utilizing the fully automated and closed system, CliniMACS Prodigy, at the University of Colorado. The production procedure using this system has cut down both the cost to $25,000 including reagents and labor and the production time to 8 days. These are significant improvements compared to the traditional method that requires at least 13 days for manufacturing at a

---

Figure 6 Prodigy CD19 CAR cells produced increased the levels of TH1 effector cytokines and IL-2 after stimulation with CD19 antigen-expressing leukemia cells.

Notes: Supernatants from CD19+ leukemia cells or CD19 CAR T cells (7.5x10^5:CD19+ leukemia cells (2.5x10^5) were harvested after 18 hours of co-culture. The levels of indicated cytokines were measured using a multiplex cytokine array. Supernatants were diluted 1:1 in assay diluent to measure IL-10, IL-12p70, IL-13, IL-1β, IL-4, and IL-6 and diluted 1:100 to measure IL-1β, TNF-α, and IFN-γ; the data were corrected for dilution factor. Groups in two independent experiments were compared using a two-way ANOVA, correcting for multiple comparisons using the Tukey method.
The percentage of T cells expressing the CD19 molecule preferably promotes proliferation of CD8+ T-cell subpopulations on the examined compartment. The higher number of CD8+ T cells was also observed by other researchers using a CAR vector composing 4-1BB costimulatory domain. Previous research has shown that 4-1BB incorporated in the current CD19 CAR lentiviral vector. Least partially contributed to the 4-1BB costimulatory domain.

The observed fold expansion is significantly higher than traditional methods and similar to a previously published result using Prodigy and HD T cells, indicating a stable advantage of high expansion rate in a short period of the system. The percentage of T cells expressing the CD19 CAR construct achieved 65% on day 5 and dropped slightly on day 8, indicating that the maximal transduction efficiency was achieved at an earlier stage of manufacturing. Frequency of CD19 CAR expression was similar in general between CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell subpopulations on the examined production days. However, the number of CD8+ CAR T cells was dramatically higher than CD4+ CAR T cells on day 5, and this difference further increased on day 8, indicating an advantage of survival or proliferation of CD8+ CAR T cells in the current CAR T-cell product. Such higher number of CD8+ than CD4+ CAR T cells was also observed by other researchers using a CAR vector composing 4-1BB costimulatory domain. Previous research has shown that 4-1BB molecule preferably promotes proliferation of CD8+ T cells over CD4+ compartment. The higher number of CD8+ than CD4+ CAR T cells in current CAR T-cell product might be at least partially contributed to the 4-1BB costimulatory domain incorporated in the current CD19 CAR lentiviral vector.

Figure 7 Prodigy CD19 CAR T cells selectively kill and are activated by CD19-expressing leukemia cells.

Notes: (A) CD19+ Raji cells (targets) were labeled with Cell Trace Violet dye and co-incubated with unlabeled CAR T cells or untransduced cells from the same healthy donor (effectors) at increasing E:T ratios. After 18 hours, the cells were stained for CD19 and with the viability dye Zombie Green. The frequency of non-viable Raji cells was determined. (B) CD19 expression on Raji cells was compared to CD19-negative MDS-L and MOLM-13 leukemia cells by flow cytometry. (C) CAR T cells were incubated with MDS-L or MOLM-13 leukemia cells for 18 hours. The viability of the target cells was determined as in (A). (D) Assay supernatants from (C) were collected and IFN-γ, IL-2, and TNF-α cytokines were measured at a 1:100 dilution in assay diluent using a multiplex cytokine array. Groups in two independent experiments were compared using a one-way ANOVA, correcting for multiple comparisons using the Tukey method.

The fold expansion is significantly higher than traditional methods and similar to a previously published result using Prodigy and HD T cells, indicating a stable advantage of high expansion rate in a short period of the system. The percentage of T cells expressing the CD19 CAR construct achieved 65% on day 5 and dropped slightly on day 8, indicating that the maximal transduction efficiency was achieved at an earlier stage of manufacturing. Frequency of CD19 CAR expression was similar in general between CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell subpopulations on the examined production days. However, the number of CD8+ CAR T cells was dramatically higher than CD4+ CAR T cells on day 5, and this difference further increased on day 8, indicating an advantage of survival or proliferation of CD8+ CAR T cells in the current CAR T-cell product. Such higher number of CD8+ than CD4+ CAR T cells was also observed by other researchers using a CAR vector composing 4-1BB costimulatory domain.
Currently, second-generation CAR constructs with one costimulatory molecule of either 4-1BB or CD28 intracellular domain is the most commonly used design of CAR in both preclinical and clinical research. Limited research has been done on comparison of phenotype and activation status in CAR T cell incorporating the two different costimulatory molecules. Both CD28 and 4-1BB costimulation induce IL-2 production in T cells, enhance survival of activated T cells, and support cytotoxic activity of T cells. Depending on how the CAR is designed, the engineered CAR T cell takes on the immunophenotype and activation status of the costimulatory molecule with which it is engineered. Variations in such characters of CAR T cells may play important roles in their therapeutic results. Therefore, we further characterized the immunophenotype, activation status, antigen specificity, and cytokine release profile of CD19 CAR T cells produced in Prodigy transduced with a lentiviral vector encoding a CD19-specific CAR with a 4-1BB intracellular signaling motif.

Treg percentage was decreased in CD19 CAR T cells compared to untransduced HD PBMCs, demonstrating a lower immune suppressive status after the multi-step procedure in Prodigy. This result is also consistent with a previous study on CD19/20 dual CAR T cell production using Prodigy, suggesting a stable low immune suppressive status in Prodigy procedure. The increased expression of Tbet in the CD19 CAR T-cell product compared to untransduced HD PBMCs indicates a skewing in differentiation toward the Th1 (CD4+) and Tc1 (CD8+) lineages, which corresponded with its increased production of IFN-γ upon stimulation with CD19+ Raji cells. High expression of Tbet in T cells lacking concomitant high expression of Eomes also indicates a differentiation toward effector memory cells (T EM). This result is also consistent with a previous observation of higher T EM in Prodigy-produced CD20 CAR T cells costimulated by 4-1BB. It would be interesting to investigate in future if Prodigy-produced CAR T cells also hold the other phenotypes contributed by the specific costimulatory molecules. Increased Tbet expression in T cells has been shown to facilitate an increased potential to mediate effective anti-tumor responses by inducing CXCR3 in T cells and increasing the number of tumor-infiltrating T cells. These results indicate that CD19 CAR T cells produced in the Prodigy might be effective in eliminating leukemia cells in patients.

Multiple activation markers were also increased on Prodigy-generated CD19 CAR T cells without exhaustion phenotype compared to untransduced T cells from HD PBMCs. CD25 and CTLA-4 are both commonly upregulated in the setting of antigen stimulation. Increased CD25 indicated IL-2-induced maintenance of activation and proliferation of CAR T cells during the production. It was surprising that the increase of CD25 in CAR T cells was not significant in CD4+ subpopulation, but a trend at 1.3-fold was observed, and it would be interesting to investigate in additional samples from our facility in the future. CTLA-4 is upregulated in both CD4+ and CD8+ subpopulations, indicating maintenance of CAR T-cell homeostasis. CTLA-4 is not expressed in rested T cells and peak expression occurs 48 hours after T-cell activation, returning to basal levels by 96 hours. Tim-3 augments T-cell receptor-dependent signaling pathways. Tim-3 elevated expression in both CD4+ and CD8+ subpopulations correlated with the Tbet regulated differentiation toward Th1 cells, Tc1 cells, and maybe also CD8+ T EM as well as the elevated expression of IFN-γ and IL-2. Lag-3 is an inhibitory receptor that outcompetes CD4 for binding to MHC class II and is important for maintaining T-cell homeostasis. PD-1 is an important immune checkpoint that promotes apoptosis in T cells. The increased expression of CD25, CTLA-4, and Tim-3 without increases in Lag-3 and PD-1 in Prodigy-generated CD19 CAR T cells compared to untransduced T cells suggests that CD19 CAR T cells are activated but not exhausted. It would be important to further compare the activation and exhaustion status between Prodigy-produced CAR T cells and untransduced TransAct-stimulated PBMCs to specifically examine the role of Prodigy in effecting the activation/exhaustion status of the cell products.

The Prodigy-produced CD19 CAR T cells functioned in a CD19-dependent manner and produced a broad panel of cytokines. Ten different cytokines for Th1 and Th2 function, cell proliferation, pro-inflammatory, and anti-inflammatory were examined in the current study. All the examined cytokines were detected at various levels in CD19 CAR T cells after stimulation with CD19+ Raji cells, except IL-10 with a high background level from Raji cell alone. Notably, Th1 cytokine IFN-γ proliferation cytokine IL-2 were both significantly elevated after stimulation with Raji cells expressing the CD19 target antigen or compared to the Raji cells alone. Robust increases in the production of Th1 cytokine and IL-2 with minimal elevations in Th2 cytokines correlated with the differentiation towards Th1 and indicate highly activated anti-tumor function. Additionally, pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1β, IL-8, and IL-6, the major player of cytokine release syndrome, and anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 are not much elevated in the produced CAR T cells following tumor target stimulation, indicating a low inflammatory status in the coculture of CD19 CAR T cells and tumor target Raji cells.
The cytotoxicity of CD19 CAR T cells was proportional to the effector target ratio in the assay, indicating a dose-related anti-tumor function of the CD19 CAR T cells that depended on the expression of CD19 by the target cell. High killing efficacies were detected at serial effector target ratio. 58% of Raji cells were killed at 3:1 effector target ratio, which is higher than other reported Prodigy-produced CAR T cells.\textsuperscript{27–29} It would be interesting to further examine copy number of CAR in this product to investigate if that affects the killing potency. The killing potency was also shown specific against CD19+ Raji cells as no effect on viability of CD19- cells were observed after being cocultured with CAR T cells. Additionally, significant increases in the production of the effector cytokines TNF-\(\alpha\), IFN-\(\gamma\) and IL-2 were observed after incubating CAR T cells with CD19-positive Raji cells, but not the negative control cell lines MDS-L or MOLM-13.

Together, we demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of using a closed automated system CliniMACS Prodigy in manufacturing CD19 CAR T cells for clinical use with significantly decreased cost and labor in as short as 8 days. Importantly, we further demonstrate the ability of the system to produce sufficient quantities of cells for therapeutic doses, with a minimal starting cell number. Additionally, detailed characterization of immunophenotype and activation status showed that these CAR T cells presented lower immune suppression, higher activation status, differentiation toward Th1, Tc1 and T\textsubscript{EM} and no detectable exhaustion, indicating their potential long-term high efficacy against target tumor cells. Furthermore, in vitro assays of cell function by a broad panel of cytokine production and killing reflect the high activity and specific anti-tumor function of CD19 CAR T cells. These data demonstrate the feasibility of decentralized manufacturing of CAR T cell using Prodigy for Phase I clinical trials at university hospitals. Comparisons of the current research data to Prodigy-produced CAR T cells from other institutes suggested consistency in cell number expansion, transduction efficiency, decreased immune suppression, and increased differentiation toward T\textsubscript{EM}.\textsuperscript{27–29} However, due to differences in the manufacturing protocols including viral vectors, cytokines, manufacture time, and volume, more conclusive comparisons for evaluating the stability of Prodigy is warranted. Further studies with additional CAR T-cell products from both HDs and patients will be necessary to further validate the stability as well as the clinical feasibility of CAR T cell production using Prodigy System.
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